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Abstract — The paper describes the transfer
of exchange investment mechanisms to the
cryptocurrency and tokenized assets market.
We propose an architecture of a new token
standard, which allows dividing different assets
into a commodity. The implementation of the
prototype on the Ethereum platform is provided.
An example of the token application on the
banking system is presented.

a buyer for a unique instrument. Alternatively,
one investor provides it in order to give an
additional discount to attract customers.

Keywords — tokenization; blockchain; smart
contract.

I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of blockchain technology
in recent years has generated many projects for
its implementation in various fields. Decentralized
exchanges, voting, supply chain, state registries,
medicine, the Internet of things, etc. [1], [2], [3],
[4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9] but the financial sector
[10], [11], [12], [13] is the first and probably the
most popular application area. This paper looks
upon the lending market [14], which is part of
the financial domain.
The main risks for investors in the peer-to-peer
lending market are credit risk and liquidity
risk [15], [16]. Various models for calculating and
reducing credit risk are proposed [17], [18], [19],
[20], [21], [22], including portfolio diversification
[23], [24].
Classical diversification reduces credit risk,
but each investor creates a unique tool as a
result. On the one hand, this enables the investor
to get an exclusively suitable instrument for
his purposes. However, on the other hand, it is
unlikely that such a tool is also appropriate for
another investor, thus making it difficult to find

Therefore, it is reasonable to diversify so that
all the resulting tools have the same properties.
This provides an opportunity not only to reduce
the risks of investors but also to create a universal
tool with all the properties of a marketable
product, i.e. a commodity. This approach
diversifies the presence of a secondary market,
offsets the typical properties of a universal tool
for all investors and allows, with a high level
of liquidity, to attract more investors to the
commodity, which reduces the level of profitability
of the universal investors [25].
In this paper, we design smart contract-based
blockchain solution for investment, as well as
implement this solution in the Solidity language
for the Ethereum platform [26] and show its use
for loan portfolios.

II. FINANCIAL MECHANISMS FOR CRYPTO
ASSETS
2.1. Initial Coin Offering
The Initial Public Offering (IPO) [27] is a type of
public offering in which shares of a company are
sold to institutional investors the right to sell it on
the exchanges.
The blockchain analogue of the IPO is the Initial Coin
Offering (ICO) [28]. To transfer IPO procedure to
the crypto world, one replaces the exchange asset
(stock) with a digital asset, i.e. a token, which is sold
for cryptocurrency through a smart contract [26].
A secondary market for reselling of tokens also
exists. After the end of the ICO sale, tokens
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are placed on various crypto exchanges [29].
The user balances and transactions are still stored
and processed in smart contracts to support
decentralization, and the exchange acts as a
trustless provider. The approach significantly
simplifies the investment procedure but also
involves the risk of scam ICO project.

This places a lot of redundant bytecode on the
blockchain and limits certain functionality by
the nature of separating each contract into its
address. ERC-1155 is a standard interface for
contracts that manage multiple token types [35].

Crypto Assets

2.2. Transparent Investment

ERC-721

Investing in funds and transferring exchange
account management to a fund manager is
another way to transfer the classic financial
mechanism to crypto assets.
In the case of ideal investment, investor funds are
protected at the legislative level. In the case of
crypto assets, the movement of funds transferred
to management is regulated by smart contracts.
So, the history of transactions cannot be forged,
and all asset movements are entirely transparent
to the investor [30], [31].
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Figure 1. ERC-T creation

This results in the simplification of the financial
procedure. The risk of theft of invested funds
by the manager is absent, but the cost can be a
significant disadvantage as one has to make a
large number of transactions on the blockchain.
In the case of reliable loaded networks, this can
cost significant funds.

IV. PROPOSED TOKEN ARCHITECTURE
This section describes the architecture of the
implemented token standard, a description of the
tokenization algorithm, and the token’s life cycle.

2.3. Asset Tokenization
The idea behind this mechanism is to accompany the
issuance of a stock asset by issuing a corresponding
token. In this case, all methods of regulating crypto
assets using smart contracts are transferred to real
exchange assets and combined using legislative
methods. This solves many problems associated with
the use of either of the two approaches.

4.1. Notations

III. CRYPTO TOKEN STANDARDS

Suppose some agent owns k tokenized assets
of different nature. Once they are united into
a single portfolio, this portfolio becomes a
unified asset. Each of the source tokens can be
interpreted as a crypto asset with variable returns.
If they are combined and issuing unit tokens,
investors receive the classic advantages of ETF
funds–lowering the financial entry threshold and
risks diversifying. The contract of the described
above token-share is implemented as the
ERC-T(okenization) standard for the Ethereum
network, which is an add-on to the ERC-20
standard.

A need for unification of interfaces has
raised with the development of tokenization
mechanisms. The ERC-20 (Ethereum Request
for Comments – 20) [32] token standard was
developed to provide methods for the balance
checking and transferring of the ICOs-like
tokens, i.e. it supports the main functions of
cryptocurrencies. All ERC-20 tokens (of a given
type) are equal and only their amount matters,
i.e. they are interchangeable.
We want each token to be a separate entity that
has its unique parameters in some applications.
The virtual cats from the CryptoKitties project [33]
are an example of such objects: every kitty is a
personality! The standard for such tokens in the
Ethereum network is ERC-721 [34].
ERC-20 and ERC-721 tokens require the
deployment of separate contracts per token type.
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• ERC-T is the name of the proposed token
standard.
• An agent is some network address that has the
right to own crypto assets.
4.2. Approach Description

4.3. ERC-T Architecture for Ethereum
4.3.1. ERC-T Creation
An agent combines his crypto assets in ERC-T
creates a new instance of the ERC-T smart
contract. The created smart contract “remembers”
its creator.

4.3.2. Transfer of ownership of the merged
crypto assets to the created ERC-T contract.
Token Issue
In this architecture, the source crypto assets
are presented in the form of smart contracts
ERC-721. The interface of this standard provides
for the transfer of ownership of tokens to thirdparty agents, including smart contracts. Through
this interface, the owner also transfers, at this
stage, the ERC-T token is not notified in any way
about the acquisition of ownership rights to crypto
assets. The key point is that the interface of the
ERC-T contract does not provide for the reverse
transfer of crypto assets ERC-721. All tokens
transferred to ERC-T are assigned to it forever.
These crypto-assets provide the unit tokens
emitted in the future. Upon completion of the
transfer of the combined assets, the agent sends
the transaction to his ERC-T with the addresses
of the crypto assets transferred to his possession.
The transaction sender is validated, and the
transmitted crypto assets addresses belong to
this contract. If validation passes correctly, tokens
are issued, the number of tokens issued is also
determined by the owner of the contract when
sending the transaction.

carried out through the corresponding function in
the smart contract. ERC-T tokens are purchased
through a call to a specific function of the
smart contract. From the amount transferred by
the investor, the number of tokens accrued is
calculated at the rate determined by the owner
before the start of the ICO.
4.3.4. Crypto Assets Workflow
Before the transfer of ownership of the token
to the ERC-T contract, its life cycle is fully
consistent with the ERC-721 standard. Agents
can transfer, exchange and sell these tokens.
Upon the fact of combining this crypto asset
with others through the ERC-T standard, it is
forever assigned to an instance of ERC-T,
providing the cost of the issued tokens. At the
end of the ICO, the ERC-T contract continues to
own the combined tokens. Therefore, it receives
dividends from these crypto assets. The profit
received is distributed among the holders of
ERC-T tokens in a ratio equal to the ratio of
the balances of the token holders. Otherwise,
the ERC-T tokens are no different from the
ERC-20 standard and can also be traded on the
secondary market.

Crypto Assets
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Figure 3. Public offering

Figure 2. Rights transfer and tokens issuing

V. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
4.3.3. Public offering
This stage is similar to the public offering
of ERC-20 tokens. Starting from a certain
point, a crowd sale is announced, and the
ERC-T contract allows you to send it the ETH
cryptocurrency, in exchange for which the tokens
of the transaction are sold with tokens. ICO ends
upon the sale of all tokens, or on the owner’s
command, unsold tokens are credited to the
address of the creator of the smart contract.
Sometimes before a public offering comes
presale — closed placement. At this stage, the sale
is made only to a certain circle of agents who have
received permission to purchase from the owner;
these agents of this certain circle are known as
whitelist accounts. Issuance of permissions is
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ERC-T is practically no different by its interface
from the generally accepted standard ERC-20.
The Open Zeppelin solidity repository [36] was
taken as the basis. We used the Ethereum
platform Solidity language version 0.5.0 for the
implementation. The prototype is not platformspecific and can be easily transferred to other
blockchain frameworks such as EoS, Exonum,
Hyperledger [37], [38], [39].
5.1. Main Differences Between ERC-T and ERC-20
Standards
• The constructor is implemented.
• A call-back payable function has been
implemented to receive dividends from crypto
assets.

• A public array of addresses of agents that are
holders of ERC-T tokens has been added.
• The function of sending dividends to token
holders in a ratio equal to the balance ratio has
been implemented.
• The mint and transfer functions of the ERC-20
interface have been changed.

Given the input parameters DI, I, T, and the
resulting value E[Di], the size of the pi token for
a loan i is calculated from the formula

5.2. Initial Coin Offering for ERC-T

The number of tokens zi into which the loan with
the number i is divided is calculated by the formula
E
zi = p i .
i

The public offering mechanism is the same as
the ERC-20 standard. Presale and Crowdsale
contracts for ERC-20 tokens can be transferred
to ERC-T with virtually no changes.
5.3. Link to Github Repository
The demo code is available on https://github.com/
minority169/ERCX.

VI. BANK LOAN PORTFOLIO TOKENIZATION
In this Section we reduce the loan portfolio
workflow to the proposed token circulation.
To do so, we introduce an algorithm that takes a
loan portfolio as an input and returns the set of
ERC-T token packets.
Bank’s parameters
• I is the amount in dollars, for which one
token of any of the loans will be sold at initial
placement;
• D is the percentage of return per annum
expected by an investor buying a token packet;
• T is the period in days for which the investor
invests during the initial placement in the token
packet;
• n is the number of tokens per packet.
At the input of the tokenization algorithm, a loan
portfolio of N Bank loans are received. Each loan i,
where 1 ≤ i ≤ N has a set of parameters according
to Basel II notations [40]:
• PDi is the default probability of a loan of i over
the term of T;
• LGDi is the level of losses in the default of a
loan i over the term of T;
• Ei is the amount of loan debt i at the time of
tokenization;
• Di is the rate of interest on a loan i over the
term of T.
The first part of the algorithm is to split each loan
into the tokens with the given outcome value
mathematical expectation. The loan interest rate
mathematical expectation E[Di] is calculated by
the formula

E[Di]= Di – (365 + Di)∙PDi∙LGDi .
T
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The second part of the algorithm is to distribute
all received tokens into packages of n tokens
each. Moreover, each package can contain no
more than one token from each tokenized loan,
which ensures the achievement of a given level
of profitability and risk for the package. For such
a distribution, an iterative procedure is used,
consisting of two steps. The procedure receives
a lot of F tokens, consisting of N elements, as
well as the number of tokens in the generated
packages n ≤ N.
Let the superscript j denote the iteration number
and let all values be an integer. We assume that
N1 = N, F1 = F.
Step 1. All tokenized objects of the set F 1 are
sorted in descending order of the number of
tokens in the object. Let us denote the obtained
sequence of the number of tokens in the
tokenized objects Z1 = [Z1j, Z2j, …, Znj ], where the
subscript is the serial number of the object and N j
is the number of objects at the step j.
Step 2. Select n, i.e. the highest values of
[Z1j, Z2j, …, Znj ], forming a token packet of them.
All received blocks are identical and contain
one token each of the n objects with the largest
number of tokens. Such a formation is possible
since Znj ≤ Z jj, 1 ≤ j ≤ n. As a result, n new values
are formed Z jj + 1 = Z jj – Znj, 1 ≤ j ≤ n. At least one
of the values obtained is zero. The combination
of the obtained nonzero values, as well as the
j
] form the sequence
elements [Z jn + 1, Z jn + 2, …, Z Nj
F j + 1. Thus, the number of objects with a non-zero
remainder of tokens after each step decreases
by at least 1, which is equivalent to the inequality
N j < N j + 1. If after the next step of the algorithm
the inequality n < Nj is fulfilled, then the resulting
set F i + j and the value N i + 1 go to the input of
Step 1. Otherwise, the operation of the algorithm
is completed.
Properties of Algorithm:
• It terminates no more than after N – n iterations.
• The number of E tokens that did not fall into
any of the packages satisfies the inequality

E < (n – 1)d, where d is the maximum remainder
of tokens in one of the n – 1 non-tokenized
objects after the algorithm is finished.
• The number d cannot be greater than the
number Z1N1 – n, i.e. the number of tokens in the
object with the number N1 – n in the set Z1.

VII. CONCLUSION
The solution for financial markets’ classical
mechanism transferring to the blockchain
is proposed in this article. The approach is
implemented in Solidity and is based on ERC-20
and ERC-721 token standards and can be used
in any Solidity supporting blockchain platform.
This idea can also be transferred to several other
blockchain frameworks. The algorithm of bank
loan portfolio reducing to the proposed token
packets is also presented here. It is fast, but
does not claim to be optimal. The formalizing
and solving the problem in terms of the
domain-specific discrete optimization problem
can be of interest for further research.
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